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U.S. Banking Sector

• Updates on Silicon Valley Bank, Signature Bank, and other regional bank issues.

Rising Interest Rates

• Impacts on publicly-traded companies?

Hot-Button Disclosures

• How will disclosures about environmental and governance issues by publicly-traded companies impact pension fund investments?
Updates on Non-US Securities Litigation: The Netherlands

Amsterdam ousts London as Europe's top share trading hub

UK's departure from the EU prompts shift in dealing of stocks and derivatives

Amsterdam retains share-trading supremacy over London a year after Brexit
Updates on Non-US Securities Litigation: The Netherlands

Ageas to pay Fortis shareholders €1.2bn over financial crisis

Deal believed to be one of the largest ever European securities settlements

Steinhoff Wins Approval for $1.6 Billion Global Settlement

- South African retailer has faced years of legal battles
- Company almost collapsed after 2017 accounting scandal

By Janice Kew
24 January 2022 at 10:57 CET Updated on 25 January 2022 at 08:41 CET
Updates on Non-US Securities Litigation: The Netherlands

Class Actions for Monetary Relief
Unique in Europe

- Funding
- Opting-In
- Reliance
- Worldwide Settlements
Updates on Non-US Securities Litigation:

The Netherlands

Case Study Example

Steinhoff Wins Approval for $1.6 Billion Global Settlement

- South African retailer has faced years of legal battles
- Company almost collapsed after 2017 accounting scandal

By Janice Kew
January 24, 2022 at 4:57 AM EST Updated on January 25, 2022 at 2:41 AM EST
Conclusion & Questions

Thank you for attending!